The Way I See It
August 18, 2017
Thank you Sherri Filler for being so thoughtful and bringing in speaker and iPad for a swing
bed patient. You are an angel. Candie Thompson
Becca Opp wanted to recognize Mindy Troftguben and Crystal Holzler for their great work
when they fill is as unit supervisors
I would like to thank and recognize Lori Martin-She has a super positive attitude that is
contagious. She is always more than will to help me whenever I ask as well as everyone else.
She “sees a need and fills a need”.
She is working hard to find interventions for a particularly “busy” resident and is thinking
outside the box to do so.-Sherri Engkvist
I want to recognize Sherri Filler from medical floor for bringing in her tablet and speakers so a
swing bed resident could enjoy a concert by one of her favorite country music artists. What a
nice thing to do, Sherri! Donna Corneliusen, LSW
Grace Metcalf- Went out of her way while she was on break to get an item out of the kitchen for
a resident. Brianna Weinmann
I order something from Dietary, and the box was heavier then I realize, so Bruce S. carried it
home for me, and that was much appreciate. Thank You Bruce. Sister Mary Agnes
I was busy in one place of the building, could not make it to the prayer time with a resident that
is not doing so well, so I called Christy and told her were the prayer cards were in my office,
and I asked her to bring them to Donna who was on unit a hold sing along with the residents.
That what a big help for me, thank Christy to doing that for me. Sr. Mary Agnes
Thank you goes out to Bruce S. for putting up the table yesterday and to Mark S. for taking the
table down from honoring all employees this month.
Thank you Sylvia Hager for your help on Wednesday, August 16, when you came by the table
that was set up to honor all employees , and asked if you come help, and I was glad that you at
the table when I had to leave for a time. Sister Mary Agnes
Thank you to Jackie and Paulette for moving the rugs back to an area in the basement where
housekeeping can get to them and see what they have on hand.

Thank you also to them both for working to find a concentrator that we were billed for because it
couldn’t be found. We received over 400.00 credit.
Jackie for getting us credit on a printer that was ordered and not needed and beyond the return
date, but she managed to get the 800.00 credit.
Also, thanks to both of them for keeping everything going smoothly while I was away from the
office. Your dedication and hard work is greatly appreciated. Lorie Sieg
“Things may come to those who wait, but only the things left by those who hustle”
Abraham Lincoln (1809 – 1865)

